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For eight years, Craig Boyer was a senior executive at Callidus Capital, and by the time he quit in 2016 he
was its chief underwriter and vice president. But last year Boyer sued Callidus for CA$100,000 in
damages, claiming the company had denied him health and other benefits and seeking the return of his
stock options.
It’s safe to say that when Boyer left Callidus, he was clearly an unhappy man. In his claim, he said he had
been subjected to “abusive management conduct” in the form of “abusive email and verbal treatment”
from Callidus CEO Newton Glassman, including “on occasion, physical abuse.” Boyer even mentioned
how in 2016 he was “participating in a meeting where a senior officer of the defendant’s parent [company]
physically attacked the plaintiff’s immediate superior.”
Boyer’s portrait of Callidus as a “poisoned” workplace, whose management style focuses on the “berating
and belittling” of employees, is not an isolated one: Two former employees of Callidus’ parent company,
Catalyst, have alleged in court filings that they had witnessed numerous instances of Glassman
being emotionally or verbally abusive to his colleagues.
Yet Callidus, in a statement of defense and counterclaim, has denied Boyer’s allegations of a poisoned
work environment, saying he never raised such issues while working at the company. The statement also
said, “all of Callidus’ employees are treated fairly and with dignity.” In fact, Callidus claimed that Boyer
had developed a reputation of being difficult with employees who reported to him.
Moreover, Callidus struck back with a CA$150 million counterclaim, accusing Boyer of being incompetent
in “failing to properly monitor loans in his portfolio.” Specifically, the counterclaim alleged that Boyer had
failed to conduct proper due diligence on Gray Aqua, a fish farming company in eastern Canada, by
ignoring the fact its fish stock could not be used as collateral.
Plus, Callidus accused Boyer of encouraging another borrower, Xchange Technology Group, to “artificially
inflate the results shown on their . . . financial statements.” And Boyer did not inform Callidus’ credit
committee that Xchange’s financial statements were “based on an artificially inflated before interest,
taxes, depreciation and amortization, or EBIDTA,” according to Callidus.
When these and other problems were brought to his attention, Callidus alleged, Boyer abruptly quit.
In a reply and defense to the counterclaim, Boyer’s lawyers hit right back, saying he had no authority over
others within the company. The lawyers asserted that Boyer had properly monitored the loans in his
portfolio and it was his (unnamed) colleagues, after assuming oversight of his loan book, who had made
mistakes, especially in Gray Aqua’s case. Boyer’s lawyers denied that he had pressured Xchange to
artificially inflate the EBITDA figures.

“The complaints respecting the work environment were open and notorious and well known to those who
perpetrated them” Boyer’s lawyers wrote, adding that Callidus’ counterclaim was “raised for ulterior
purposes.” They asserted, “Callidus is subject to multiple complaints and regulatory investigations with
respect to its material non-disclosure to fund members and the public as to the status, and transfer, of its
various investments” and the counterclaim was therefore designed to “deflect these complaints and
investigations.”

